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Rates Drop Significantly on Fed Day, But Not Because of
The Fed

This is a challenging day to attempt to understand the relationship between events and rate
movement.  At the most superficial level, rates are much lower and it was a Fed day.  Because
Fed days often cause big rate movement, it's logical to assume that rates are lower because
the Fed "did something."

We already know the Fed didn't cut rates today and that a Fed rate cut/hike is never an
indication of 30yr fixed mortgage rates changing on the same day.  But we also know
mortgage rates can react to other things the Fed says in the statement or press conference.  

Even then, the Fed only caused some sideways volatility in the underlying bond market this
afternoon.  Mortgage rates were already noticeably lower before the Fed, largely due to
timing of yesterday's bond market improvement in conjunction with more bond market
improvement this morning.  The latter is attributable to economic data and headlines
regarding banking troubles for NY Community Bancorp. 

There is even some bond market improvement in the afternoon (attributable to esoteric non-
Fed-related events that have to do with month-end bookkeeping) that has yet to be reflected on many lenders' rate sheets.

All of the above adds up to a very good day for rates with the average lender dropping in a noticeable way for the first time in
weeks.  Additional gains will depend on the incoming economic data or, as we were reminded today, unscheduled events that
cause concern in the market.
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